
Let me introduce my work series entitled, “We can't see it enough”. 
 

“CUT PEACE” 2008 

This work was influenced by “CUT PIECE “a performance by Yoko Ono in the 60s. 
She let the audience cut her clothes thorough her performance. On one hand this made me think of violence and 

discrimination towards women, and on the other hand, love

 
My “CUT PEACE” is not her “PIECE” but cut up “PEACE”

 I exhibited a large collage – a collection of my daily thoughts, historical pictures, and literature texts on the wall. Then I let 

the audience cut my work so they could take the pieces home. I also made buttons of the pieces they cut, so they could 

take them away easily.



 
The audience didn't know this, but I put article 9 of the Japanese constitution on the wall under the collage. It said 

“ARTICLE 9 - Aspiring to international peace based on justice and order, article 9 forever renounces war as a sovereign 

right to Japan, and the threat or use of force as a means to settling international disputes. To accomplish the aim of the 
preceding paragraph, army, navy, air force, as well as other war potential, will never be maintained. The right to 

belligerency of the state will not be recognized". 

 

As the audience cut the “pieces”of my collage with knives I had prepared, more scars remain on the wall. At the end of the 
exhibition, article 9 of the constitution appears on the wall layered with cuts and scars. I wanted the audience to feel that we 

Japanese break the article 9 of the constitution in our daily lives without knowing it.  

As the audience cut the “pieces”of my collage with knives I had prepared, more scars remain on the wall. At the end of the 

exhibition, article 9 of the constitution appears on the wall layered with cuts and scars. I wanted the audience to feel that we 
Japanese break the article 9 of the constitution in our daily lives without knowing it.  



 

“We can't see it enough” 
 

I had an exhibition entitled “We can see it now” in April 2011. This exhibition was planned before the Sendai earth quake in 

March 2011.  
After the earth quake, I couldn't find the meaning in the work that I had prepared for the exhibition. I didn't know what I 

should draw and how to appeal to my audience through the work. So I painted all of them all white. Then I exhibited the 

white canvas that I painted all white, and I just put the word “We can see it now” on the bottom. 

The damage and various situations caused by the earthquake, I can't put into words. The wealth and sense of value for life 

which Japan aspires to had collapsed, and each individual had come to realize what the true meaning of happiness was. So 
I left the white paintings as a canvas for the audience to use (I also couldn't draw at this time). I hope this exhibition made 

the audience take their time to reflect on what they've seen and felt.  

 
So we can see it now. 

 


